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ABSTRACT:
The shortest path problem is widely applied in transportation, communication and computer networks. It addresses the challenges of
determining a path with minimum distance, time or cost from a source to the destination. Network analysis provides strong decision
support for users in searching shortest path. A lot of algorithms are designed for solving shortest path but most of them did not
considered the conditions of the networks. Genetic Algorithm is a kind of Algorithm that has a lot of efficiency and it can be used for
solving many kinds of problems. It also can be used based on the condition of the problems.
In this paper, Genetic Algorithm is used for solving shortest path in multistage process planning (MPP) problem. New mutations as
well as crossover parameters are defined for each network based on the conditions of them. The results of our experimental
demonstrate the effectiveness of the models.
1. INTRODUCTION

solution (Chen, Tong, Lu, & Wang, 2018; Flick, 2018; Mousavi
& Behzadi, 2019; Nasr, El-Bahnasawy, Attiya, & El-Sayed,
2018).

Genetic algorithms (GAs) are one of the most powerful and
optimization techniques based on principles from evolution
theory (Li, Sun, Tseng, & Li, 2019; Zero, Bersani, Paolucci, &
Sacile, 2019). Over the past few years, the GAs community has
turned much of its attention toward the optimization of network
design problem (Ergenç, Eksert, & Onur, 2019; Hanh, Binh,
Hoai, & Palaniswami, 2019; Kaur, Singh, & Kaur, 2019). In
this paper, we summarized recent research works on network
design problem by using genetic algorithms (GAs), including
multistage process planning (MPP) problem, a directed acyclic
network problem a local network and a real network then some
genetic algorithms are introduced for solving these types of
optimization problems arising in the field of network planning
these genetic algorithms are applied to find shortest path in
network.

2. MULTISTAGE PROCESS PLANNING

1.1 Introduction

Multistage process planning (MPP) problem is abundant in
manufacturing system. It provides a detailed description of
manufacturing capability and requirements for transforming a
raw stock of materials into a completed product through multistage process. The MPP problem is to find the optimal process
planning among all possible alternative given certain criteria
such as minimum cost, minimum time, maximum quality or
under multiple of these criteria (Ahmadi, Süer, & Al-Ogaili,
2018; Bäck, Fogel, & Michalewicz, 2018). This problem can be
considered in transportation network as an exclusive network
that an object is flowed in an optimal path in this network. Fig.
1 shows a simple example of the MPP problem by means of
network flows.

1.2 Genetic Algorithm
Genetic algorithms are inspired by Darwin's theory about
evolution. Solution to a problem solved by genetic algorithms is
evolved. The genetic algorithm is a method for solving
optimization problems that is based on natural selection
(Chenini, Aissat, & Vilcot, 2019; Cheong & Koh, 2019; Wang,
Duan, & Yang, 2018; Zhao & Liu, 2018), the process that
drives biological evolution. The genetic algorithm repeatedly
modifies a population of individual solutions (Pérez-Galarce,
Candia-Véjar, Astudillo, & Bardeen, 2018). At each step, the
genetic algorithm selects individuals at random from the current
population to be parents and uses them produce the children for
the next generation (Peng et al., 2018). Over successive
generations, the population "evolves" toward an optimal

Fig. 1. Flow network for a simple MPP problem
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2.1 Coding
In this case, there exists an ordered network which has some
steps. Each step contains some nodes as the number of these
nodes at each step is equal with each other and it is constant.
Permutation encoding can be used in this problem. The position
of a gene is used to indicate the stage and the value of the gene
is used to indicate a state at that stage. Because the state for the
first stage is always fixed, so we don’t need to encode this state
in a chromosome. It means that for a given problem with n
stages, we have the length of an encoding n-1 (Tong, Wu, Jiang,
Yu, & Rao, 2017; Xiao, Xie, Kulturel-Konak, & Konak, 2017).
Each point in the map is given a unique integer value index like
[MN], where, M is the number of stage in the map and N is the
number of state in the stage (Behzadi, Alesheikh, & Poorazizi,
2008).
For example in instance given in Fig. 1, the final rout consists
22, 31, 43 and 51. The first section of these numbers
corresponds to the stages of these numbers as shown [2 3 4] and
the second section of them corresponds to the state of them in
their stage that can be shown [2 1 3 1].

1. Determine the mutated gene randomly for a given
chromosome.
2. Create a set of neighbour by replacing the mutated
gene with all its possible states.
3. Select the best one from the neighbours as offspring.
Fig. 2 shows as an example of the neighbourhood search-based
mutation method.

Fig. 2. Illustration of mutation with neighbourhood search.
2.2 Initial Population

2.6 Experiments

Initial population is generated randomly. As considered, the
length of an encoding chromosome depends on the number of
stages. Each gene of this chromosome is defined by choosing
randomly one of the nodes in corresponding stage.

To evaluate the performance of the outlined method, we
performed experiments using an instance of the PMM problem
with 17 stages and 98 nodes we generated. One attribute was
defined on each arc. This attributes were considered as the
weight of the arcs. The objective was to minimize the total
weight of path. The result of this experiment is shown in Fig. 3.

2.3 Fitness Function
The fitness function of each individual in this problem is the
sum of the weights of the connected lines between two
adjacency nodes (Deo, 2017; Dib, Manier, Moalic, &
Caminada, 2017). For example (i, j , k )  Cij  C jk is one
individual that the length of it is 3 and it represents the
connection between i,j and j,k as Cij  C jk is its fitness function.

2.4 Fitness Scaling
Fitness scaling converts the raw fitness scores that are returned
by the fitness function to values in a range that is suitable for
the selection function. The selection function uses the scaled
fitness values to select the parents of the next generation. The
selection function assigns a higher probability of selection to
individuals with higher scaled values (Bakirtzis & Kazarlis,
2016; Emary, Zawbaa, & Hassanien, 2016).
After creating the initial population, fitness values for each
individual are calculated. In this research, proportional scaling
is used to make the scaled value of an individual proportional to
its raw fitness score.

2.5 Genetic Operator
Genetic operators mimic the process of heredity of genes to
generate new offspring at each generation and play a very
important role in genetic algorithm (Askarzadeh, 2016). In this
problem only mutation operator is used to produce offspring. It
works with the following three major steps (Malawski, Juve,
Deelman, & Nabrzyski, 2015; Yu, Li, Jia, Zhang, & Wang,
2015):

Fig. 3. The solution of the multiple objective MPP problem.
3. CONCLUSIONS
The main advantage of genetic algorithms is their flexibility.
One thing that is striking about genetic algorithms is the
richness of this form of computation. What may seem like
simple changes in the algorithm often result in surprising kinds
of emergent behaviour. By changing the parameters and
operators of this algorithm, we can find the best and fast
solution for the problem. Recent theoretical advances have also
improved the understand ability of genetic algorithms and have
opened the door to using more advanced analytical methods.
The research is to propose some methods to solve the shortest
path problem using genetic algorithms in multistage process
planning (MPP). The solution aims to achieve an increased
number of successful and valid convergence using evolutionary
computing techniques.
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